SEE HER
TRAVEL

AN INTREPID TRAVEL
BLOG FOR
FEARLESS FEMALES
WHAT IS THE
'SEE HER TRAVEL' BLOG?

WHO AM I?

Hi! My name is Emily Kydd and I
am the blogger behind See Her
Travel. Hailing from Vancouver
Canada, I have always had an
uncontrollable case of
wanderlust, and through this
blog I connect my audience
with the world! I love to run
trails, scuba dive oceans, trek
mountains, road trip countries,
lay on beaches, jump off of high
things, laugh with friends and
end the day with a cold beer in
front of a sunset!
CONTACT

emily@seehertravel.com
www.seehertravel.com

The See Her Travel blog is a blog devoted to experiencing
this world to it's fullest by exploring off the beaten path
places, getting outside and appreciating our incredible
environments, and always picking adventure over the
couch. I believe that this life is made better when
everyone, and women especially, experience lives outside
of their own and learn about the wider world around them.
Created in 2015, See Her Travel hosts over 120 blog
posts from diverse destinations such as Kyrgyzstan,
Guyana, St. Lucia, Myanmar, Cuba and beyond. As a travel
blogger, I write openly, honestly and humorously about my
experiences (the good, the bad and the embarrassing!)
and I have built this blog with a priority on great content
that is useful to my loyal audience. The blog appeals to a
wide range of travellers seeking to escape to the
unknown. My storytelling style paints a robust experience
for the reader to become both informed and entertained!

WHAT SEE HER TRAVEL CAN
DO FOR YOU

Sponsored Content
Social Media Exposure and Takeovers
Travel and Product Reviews
Brand Ambassadorship
Freelance Writing and Consultation
Email Marketing

SITE STATISTICS
SOCIAL MEDIA

840

6.9K

12.3K

29.9K

AS SEEN IN

Canadian Traveller
Inspirock
The Vancouver Sun
The Curacao Chronicle
The Huffington Post

Domain Authority: 31
Page Authority: 39
Unique Page Views Per Month: 8500
Unique Visitors: 5500
RSS Subscribers: 185
(Stats current as of August 15 2017)

TESTIMONIALS

"Emily is a star at writing travel
stories. Her great ability to reveal
details about her experiences
through creative story telling
virtually transports readers to the
alluring destinations she
describes. Emily goes off the
beaten path and truly explores the
places she visits. I suppose that’s
why her blog articles seem so real
and authentic."
Kristy Morris, Caribbean Tourism
Organization
"Emily was a pleasure to work with.
She exceeded my expectations by
delivering content that went
beyond my initial requirements.
She was easy to reach, respected
the deadline and communicated
clearly."
Laurence Gribling, Luxury Retreats
emily@seehertravel.com
www.seehertravel.com

WHY WORK WITH SEE HER
TRAVEL?

Partnership with See Her Travel will not only increase
your brands exposure to a targeted travel audience,
but you are guaranteed that quality content and our
partnership will be my greatest priorities.
I have a variety of rates depending on the sponsorship
package to fit the needs of each client.
For product reviews or exposure, I require samples of
the product. For travel reviews, I am available for
sponsored stays/activities to create the best
coverage of your brand or experience possible.
TO BEGIN A PARTNERSHIP
WITH SEE HER TRAVEL
PLEASE CONTACT:
EMILY@SEEHERTRAVEL.COM

